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ABSTRACT

Keywords

Modern virtual reality systems support scenery of both vast
scale and intricate detail at levels beyond that which can
be manually created by teams of human content creators.
Scene geometry must instead be created through procedural geometry generation. Deterministic tiling strategies that
synthesize content over unbounded regions are extended in
this paper to resolve issues with structure at tile boundaries, and also achieve required level of detail. The process
is demonstrated through its application to the real-time terrain synthesis domain.
The synthesis process described retains properties of the
content domain by directly placing tiles sampled from exemplar data. Inconsistencies at tile boundaries are resolved
through a novel refinement involving the use of a gradient
field representation for the tiles. The synthesis algorithm
lays down multiple layers of tiles containing gradient components and the geometric structure is reconstructed from this
gradient field. The reconstruction uses an efficient formulation of a run-time Poisson solver well suited to parallelization
on the GPU. This approach reduces seams, recombines exemplar features to increase variety, and supports deterministic generation of localized regions on demand. The process is
well suited to progressive refinement schemes with large tiles
providing rapid detail amplification. This is validated in the
case of terrain data by showing that this process is more effective at preserving drainage properties than other terrain
synthesis approaches. Performance exceeds typical requirements, with the GPU based prototype capable of completely
regenerating the entire visible region at interactive frame
rates.

procedural content generation, tiling, gradient tiles, Poisson
solver, computational geometry
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Unbounded and infinitely detailed content in computer
games and virtual environments is highly desired, as indicated by the significant demand for forthcoming games
such as No Man’s Sky [10] where players explore a vast
universe populated with procedurally created planets, landscapes, animals, plants, and ecosystems. This content is
generated dynamically as needed based on deterministic processes keyed by values such as the player’s spatial coordinates. Manual content creation and storage overheads are
eliminated since geometry is generated on demand. Our goal
is similar in that we develop an algorithm that:
• Generates vast regions of synthetic content, by refining
a deterministic tile placement strategy to avoid boundaries and visible artefacts along tile edges.
• Create unlimited amounts of plausible detail in any
portion of the generated content through propertypreserving reuse of exemplar material.
• Demonstrate that this approach can be effectively applied to procedural synthesis of landscapes using terrain data.
Existing content synthesis strategies based on fractals or
expressions can generate visual appealing but implausible
structures. Terrain height fields produced this way, for example, have implausible drainage characteristics [18], or are
limited in the level of detail that can be achieved. Clever
choice of colour and viewpoint during visualization result
in attractive renderings that can obscure the flaws in the
process.
Recent innovations in exemplar based synthesis reuse samples (patches or tiles) of real geometry adapted to conform
to a required template. Issues still arise in ensuring consistency between patches. Terrain geometry must avoid sharp
boundaries (manifested as cliff faces), and ensure that feature structures are not significantly distorted. Synthesis also
needs to be efficient and have limited spatial dependencies
ensuring that isolated regions can be produced on demand
without needing to generate the entire structure.
Synthesis performed by laying down tiles [4, 16] supports
rapid synthesis of large regions, explicitly reproduces patches
from the exemplar texture, and ensures texture continuity

by pre-processing each tile to ensure that boundary conditions are met. However when regular tiling produces visibly
repeated features [12], while boundary conditions can introduce unnatural features in order to match height across
these seams [18].
Our approach starts with a coarse structure (produced by
content designer, or a previous iteration of this synthesis
approach) and refines it to synthesize higher resolution content to increase detail and variety. We propose an approach
that places tiles containing elements of the gradient field
from exemplar data. Tiles in this form can be recombined
for greater variation and boundary constraints applied before an efficient optimizer integrates the resulting gradient
field to reconstruct the points required for the region being
generated. While this process is applicable to a range of
content domains (such as image textures and normal maps)
we use the specific context of synthetic terrain represented
as elevation textures containing plausible but varied detail.
The desired algorithm must address the following problems:
PS1: Creating tiles from gradient data and placing them to
reduce repetitive elements.
PS2: Formulating an optimization process to create a surface (height field) from an arbitrary gradient field. Specifically we avoid seams along tile boundaries, and ensure
that the texture can be reconstructed efficiently and
locally.
PS3: Validating that this process performs efficiently and
produces plausible results. In this case, showing that
the terrain detail that is used to provide additional detail retains structural elements of the original terrain.

1.1

Overview of approach

Terrain synthesis offers particular challenges particularly
when using deterministic placement of patches or tiles of
exemplar data: avoiding cliffs forming at seams between
patches, maintaining spectral properties typical of terrain
(which may be affected by smoothing) and achieving global
consistency (ensuring water runoff). Characteristics of real
terrain have traditionally been ill-defined although water
flow characteristics are increasingly being regarded as a key
feature [8].
One innovation is to represent the gradient field of the terrain height data within tiles. This principle is illustrated by
analogy in Figure 1. Tiling the height data shown in the
top row produces defective terrain with boundary artefacts
and visibly repeated features at identical altitudes. Reconstructing from the tiled gradient field automatically achieves
a continuous surface with altitudes that adapt to the local
context. Variation is achieved by selecting from multiple
tiles derived from different sources, while large tiles retain
the structure of significant terrain features. We show how
to extend this approach to terrain synthesis where we define
the gradient field as the set of tuples(∇x (x, y), ∇y (x, y)) =
(Ex+1,y − Ex,y , Ex,y+1 − Ex,y ) for elevation values Ex,y . Tiles
are derived from the two components of the gradient vectors
and these are laid down in independent layers. Layering increases feature diversity by recombining existing terrain features in new configurations. Tile placement is determined
by a coarser version of the terrain, allowing the process to
be used within a multi-resolution pyramid guided synthesis
process [12, 9].

Height Tiling

Gradient Field

Gradient Tiling

Figure 1: Representation of gradient tile terrain synthesis.
Placing height values directly as tiles (top) results in boundary artefacts. Placing gradient value tiles (middle) and reconstructing (bottom) results in a contiguous terrain. This
approach retains significant terrain structure that would be
lost if a smoothing filter had been used instead.

An optimization process is used to reconstruct a digital elevation model from the combined gradient field layers. Our
use of a dense matrix solution to a sparse set of discrete
Poisson equations delegates the bulk of the computation
to a pre-processing phase. Limiting dependencies to small
neighbourhoods enables deterministic generation of vertices
in any order. Height values are synthesized independently,
making the process embarrassingly parallelizable and well
suited to GPU implementation.
We evaluate performance with respect to our efficient GPU
implementation. Quantitative analysis of the resulting terrain demonstrates that the manipulations preserve key properties of terrain. These ingredients provide an efficient texture synthesis strategy that provides detailed, deterministic
and localizable terrain, preserves tile scale features from the
exemplar, and can be implemented efficiently for real-time
synthesis on current GPU architectures.

2.

RELATED WORK

Early approaches to terrain generation synthesize fractional Brownian motion [6, 13] using strategies such as recursive subdivision and fault generation. Spectral synthesis [1] generates points locally (in any order, independently
of neighbours). The “1:f” relationship between amplitude
and frequency is enforced to reproduce surfaces that resemble terrain, particularly rocky, mountainous regions. Erosion
based strategies [13, 3] reproduce significant terrain characteristics, notably wear due to water, wind and thermal effects. This comes at a significant computational cost and
locality is prohibited by the dependencies between neighbouring values. Water flow is likewise the basis for strategies
that explicitly layout rivers [17].
Terrain generation based on texture synthesis techniques [18]
places terrain patches guided by features such as ridges and
rivers ensuring that global characteristics are present in the
final terrain. Seams at patch boundaries are removed using
techniques such as Poisson smoothing [14] which blur characteristic details. Terrain produced by texture synthesis [12,
9] from limited exemplars shows repeated elements which
is inconsistent with the variety inherent in natural terrain.
User direction provides guidance regarding the shape of the
terrain and is supported through semantic constraints [15]
to indicate intent, by explicitly sketching key features [7], by
adding detail to a partial elevation map [2], or by outlining
key river features [8].

(a) X layer.

(b) Y layer.

Figure 2: Tile layer colouring. As opposed to traditional
Wang tile which require boundary consistency on all 4 sides,
we use 2 layers of tiles representing components of gradient
in the two principle directions and constrained only on 2
edges. This reduces the number of individual tiles required
to ensure all combinations can be matched, and increases
variety when the gradient field is reconstructed by combining
the layers.

Our innovation for terrain synthesis is to adapt tile based
texture synthesis approaches to terrain generation, inspired
by the use of Wang tiles for texture synthesis [4, 16]. Wang
tiles use coloured sides to constrain placement of adjacent
tiles. The texture results from patches taken from an exemplar image that fill the interior of each tile. Edges of a particular colour are all taken from the same portion of the exemplar and interior seams are removed using a image quilting
process [5]. Variety is achieved by non-periodic placement
of Wang tiles which requires the existence of multiple alternative tiles with the same edge colour configuration. Local
regions within an infinite expanse of non-repeating texture
are created deterministically by hashing the coordinates of
the tile edges to determine the colour value at that position [11].

3.

TILE REPRESENTATION AND PLACEMENT

The input to the synthesis process is a coarse terrain representation. User control is achieved by allowing a game designer to provide this. Alternatively this can be a fragment
of real terrain, or terrain produced by a previous round of
this synthesis process. This coarse representation constrains
the placement of several layers of gradient tiles containing
a suitably processed representation of feature details that
will be used to refine the coarse mesh. This gives a complete gradient field for reconstruction which is described in
section 4.

3.1

Tile representation

The tile preparation process in Figure 3 builds tiles constructed from x- or y-components of the gradient vector field
from samples of real terrain data. Traditional Wang tiles and
their variations use m ≥ 4 coloured edges per tile to constrain placement. The number of tiles required for c colours
is proportional to mc . Since we only use one gradient component per tile we need constrain only 2 edges per tile, and
instead use 2 layers of tiles, thus significantly reducing the
number of tiles required to 2c+1 as illustrated in Figure 2.
Tiles use the coarse gradient field provided by the parent
mesh to determine where tiles are placed, where we form an

- Input: colours c1 and c2 ,
prepareGradientTile (c1 , c2 )
∇1 = colourToGradient (c1 )
∇2 = colourToGradient (c2 )
σ = exemplarGradientWidth ()
- Create both x and y gradient tiles
for (dx , dy , d) in {(1, 0, x) , (0, 1, y)}
p = findBestMatch (∇1 ,∇2 ) [optional]
for (i, j)in {0, . . . , n − 1} × {0, . . . , n − 1}
hi,j = extractExemplarRegion
(p)

∇d,i,j = hi,j − hi+dx ,j+dy /σ
applyEdgeConstraints (∇d )
fillTile (∇d )
Figure 3: Tile construction process. Given input parameters representing the desired colours (boundary gradients),
a search of the available exemplar material identifies regions containing exemplar terrain data representing the best
match.

equivalence between gradient values and tile edge colours.
The two edges of the tile perpendicular to the component
direction contain colours representing their boundary behaviour. These colours are mapped into gradient values (section 3.2) and a region of exemplar with matching gradient
supplies the tile.
The tile size n × n represents the amplification factor by
which the level of detail is improved. This is typically much
higher than the binary division used in multi-resolution pyramids elsewhere [12, 9], requiring few levels to produce large
regions. Large tile sizes accommodate intact the terrain features that fit within the tile.
Each gradient component tile contains the same number
of scalar values as the original exemplar region sampled from
the terrain data (n × n values). The original structure can
be (almost) reconstructed from just a single gradient component, to within a fixed offset. A field containing a single gradient component contains the significant information
in the original height field, justifying use of a single gradient component to represent the original exemplar. Layering components from different exemplars over-constrains
the problem and provides variation as illustrated in Figure 4
which depicts the height maps reconstructed from weighted
linear combinations of separated vector fields using the vector field:
(w∇A,x + (1 − w) ∇B,x , w∇By + (1 − w) ∇Ay )

(1)

In comparison, working directly with height fields produces
only interpolated two heights fields described by gradient
field (w∇A,x + (1 − w) ∇B,x , w∇Ay + (1 − w) ∇By ) since the
gradient operator is linear. The gradient representation
gives configurations that cannot be achieved by height interpolation but that still retain exemplar features. This
achieves the goal of generating new content that inherits
properties of the parent exemplars, even where the parent
structures may not be directly visible in the resulting detail.
Evidence that key mesh properties are retained is provided
through direct evaluation in section 5.2.
Multiple alternatives of each colour combination are created from different exemplar material. Alternative tiles are
placed (pseudo) randomly using a seed derived from the
tile coordinates for a varied deterministic and non-periodic

(a) Exemplar A.

(c) w = 0.

(b) Exemplar B.

(d) w = 14 .

(e) w = 12 .

(f) w = 34 .

(g) w = 1.

Figure
4:
Combining
separated
components
of
vector
fields,
reconstructed
from:
[w∇A,x + (1 − w) ∇B,x , w∇By + (1 − w) ∇Ay ]. The image at w = 12 is reconstructed from the average gradient of the
two images and is typical of height based synthesis. The image at w = 0 (for example) contains the x-gradient from A and
the y-gradient from B. This illustrates the value of multiple gradient layers from different sources by still producing coherent
and plausible terrain but with significantly increased variety over interpolations of height fields.

tiling.

3.2

Mapping between gradient and colour

Tiles must have equal probability of being chosen to maximize the variation in the terrain and minimize repeated
elements. We find that the gradient distribution in our
normalized gradient exemplars is distributed according to
∇2

e− 2 . Gradient ranges are mapped to colours according
to the (numerically calculated) integral of this Gaussian to
produce the desired uniform distribution. The relationship
is pre-computed and stored in a look-up table.

3.3

Tile conditioning

We further process each tile through two additional steps.
Curvature (the gradient of the gradient tile) is set to 0 along
the coloured edges using Poisson smoothing [14].
The reconstruction optimization phase (see section 4.1)
also uses a Poisson solver in which the error minimization
operation has been found to achieve its objective by concentrating the error in the proximity of the few boundary
constraint points. Figure 5a illustrates the case where 4
co-planar boundary points are supplied with an inconsistent gradient field, compared to a solution using a gradient
representing linear interpolation (Figure 5b). The sharply
pointed peaks are centered on the boundary points. The
gradient field is preconditioned to be compatible with the
boundary gradient values (corresponding to the tile edge
colours) to reduce the error available for distribution by the
Poisson solver. We precondition with the gradient field from
a Hermite spline (demonstrated in Figure 5c) to smooth
boundary seams. The gradient tile now contains only the
difference between the exemplar gradient and the spline gradient. Figure 5d shows such a zero mean random field added
to the gradient field used in Figure 5c.
Preconditioning is applied to each row j (column j for
∇y ) in the tile. The gradient of the Hermite spline
 ∇H,i,j
at (i, j) is given by 6t2 − 6t h0,j + 3t2 − 4t + 1 ∇x,0,j +

(a) ∇x = 0.

(b) Using linear gradient
field.

(c) Using Hermite gradient field.

(d) Superimposed gradient fields.

Figure 5: Preconditioning for the gradient fields. Visible
artefacts exist for the boundary constraint solution where
the gradient is assumed to be 0 (a), but this can be reduced
by ensuring a valid gradient field created from the combination of the gradient of a smooth interpolation added to a
zero mean version of the exemplar gradient.

- Input: coordinates (x, y),
- parent control points H
- Output: tile configuration
computeTile ((x, y), H)
for (dx , dy , d) in {(1, 0, x) , (0, 1, y)}
for (i, j) in {0, . . . , 2 + dy } × {0, . . . , 2 + dx } 
c1 =∇ToColour (k Hi+dx ,j+dy − Hi−dx ,j−dy )

c2 =∇ToColour (k Hi+2dx ,,j+2dy − Hi,,j )
a = findAlternative ((x, y))
t = findTile (c1 , c2 , a, d )
place (t at (i, j))
Figure 6: Tile placement process. When placing tiles, the
colour constraints are defined by matching to gradient values calculated from the coarse parent layer. Mapping these
gradient values to a colour tuple provides a key which allows
tile matching to be done deterministically in constant time.



−6t2 + 6t hn−1,j + 3t2 − 2t ∇n−1,j where t = ni . The
contents of the gradient tile are replaced by normalized samples from this curve: ∇x,i,j ← ∇x,i,j − ∇H,i,j .

3.4

Tile layout

To provide locality in the reconstruction process we first
select a target location and identify the tiles that are placed
in that region using the steps outlined in Figure 6. The same
set of tiles are used for solving any point in each n × n tile
aligned region. The region requires 2 layers with 12 tiles in
each layer as shown in Figure 7.
Choice of tiles is determined from the elevation of points in
a coarse parent height map, H. The support for a tile region
requires 36 values from H in a 6×6 grid centered around the
target tile region. Gradient values between control points
decide edge colour while world coordinates govern choice of
alternative tile. Coloured edges are placed with their centers
overlapping control points.
This tile layout prevents boundaries of the x and y gradient tiles coinciding which would be the case if the corners
were situated on coarse sample points. The tile region contains elements of 4 tiles from the ∇x and ∇y sets which
increases the possible combinations and diversity of the resulting terrain. A 4 × 3 (or 3 × 4) configuration is placed
for each class of tile resulting in the central 3 × 3 tile region
containing a complete set of values from ∇x and ∇y . More
significantly, every point within the target tile region is the
center of a 2n × 2n set of gradient values. This particular
symmetry ensures continuity by providing similar regions to
points on either side of the boundary.
Gradient values are scaled by factor k to adapt the width
of the gradient distribution relative to the scale of the tiles.
This value is sensitive to the features in the terrain and in
practice is tuned manually to give the desired visual appearance. We also blend gradient values across the seams using
a smoothing filter.

4.

TERRAIN SYNTHESIS

The tiles having been placed to provide a complete gradient vector field surrounding the point of interest, the process
of reconstructing the resulting terrain as per PS2 can now
be developed. We solve for the optimal height values whose
gradient field best matches the gradient vectors provided by

X gradient tiles

X gradient seam smoothing

Y gradient tiles

Y gradient seam smoothing

Boundary points
Solution tile region

Solution inﬂuence region

Figure 7: Tile layout. The single solution tile region in the
center is reconstructed from complete gradient fields defined
in the 3 × 3 tile region surrounding it. Since the gradient
component layers are offset relative to these tiles, the total
support area for any region reconstruction consists of a 6 × 6
grid of coarse (parent level) mesh vertices surrounding the
region being refined.
the tiles.

4.1

Elevation solution

The two layers of gradient tile together provide components of a vector field (∇x,i,j , ∇y,i,j ). The solution height
map must have a corresponding gradient field subject to
boundary constraints provided by the control points (section 3.4). Arbitrary vector fields are not guaranteed to be a
valid gradient field. Thus terrain synthesis is an optimization problem: to determine which height field best matches
the given vector field subject to boundary conditions.
The solution to the discrete Poisson equation [14] satisfies
this goal. The problem is:
hi,j = Hs,t
P

4hi,j − (dx ,dy ) hi+dx ,j+dy =
∇x,i,j + ∇y,i,j − ∇x,(i−1),j − ∇y,i,(j−1)

if mod (i, n) = s
and mod (j, n) = t
otherwise
(2)

(dx , dy ) ∈ {(1, 0) , (−1, 0) , (0, 1) , (0, −1)}
The Poisson solution represents a minimizer for the expres2

P
sion:
hi,j − hi+dx ,j+dy − vi,j,dx ,dy subject to the
i,j
boundary conditions Hs,t where vi,j,dx ,dy is the projection
of the gradient from (i, j) to (i + dx , j + dy ) onto the vector (dx , dy ). Equation (2) is more succinctly represented

in matrix form as: Ax = b, where x represents the vector
containing the desired hij , A is a sparse but well behaved
matrix dependent only on the grid structure and b is a fixed
linear combination elements of

- Input: world coordinates (wx , wy ),
level of detail, l.
- Output: Tile at level l that
contains the geometry that includes
given world coordinates.
tileAt ((wx , wy ) ,l)
(cx , cy ) is centre of tile at level l,
containing (wx , wy )
if [cx , cy , l] is a valid cache key
then return tile_cache[cx , cy , l]
else
if l ≤baselevel
then
- base tiles derived from external sources
tile = getTileFromExternalSource ()
else
H=getControlPoints (tileAt ((wx , wy ) ,l − 1))
c = computeTile((cx , cy ), H)
x = Fc
tile = convertToTile (x)
tile_cache[cx , cy , l] = tile
return tile

c = [∇x,1,1 , . . . , ∇x,3n,3n , ∇y,1,1 , . . . , ∇y,3n,3n , H−2,−2 , . . . , H3,3 ]T
, i.e. b = Dc, where D represents the required linear reorganization of c described below.
Prior to solving we add the edge smoothing filter (section 3.4), represented as Ds and the Hermite interpolation
stage (section 3.3) - a linear combination of the coarse height
field Hs,t represented as a matrix DH . Including these stages
0
gives D = DDH Ds , and expresses the final Poisson equation
0
as Ax = D c. We determine x by inverting A. This inverse
is not sparse and thus explicit solution is typically avoided
by using iterative solvers. We make the unusual choice of
0
computing A−1 explicitly, giving x = A−1 D c = Ec.
To ensure boundary continuity we ensure that each element of x only uses gradient values from the 2×2 tile block of
gradient values centered on that point. To do this we rewrite
the Poisson equation for element k of x such that elements of
ck contain only gradient values from this set. This requires
0
a unique Ak matrix such that x = A−1
k Dk ck = Ek ck . We require only row k from matrix Ek which is provided efficiently
th
using an iterative solver on A−1
row of A−1 , is the
k , the k
solution to AA−1
=
I
.
These
rows
are
collated
into a larger
k
k
general matrix F and operates on the complete gradient field
described in c so that x = Fc. This solution is well behaved
across tile region boundaries and uses a dense matrix, but
one that is constant and dependent only on tile size. The
solution height field is calculated directly through the product of gradient and control point values provided in c and
matrix F which is pre-computed and invariant under change
of terrain exemplar. This formulation allows each point to
be calculated independently making it well suited to SIMD
implementation. Individual values or the entire tile region
can be calculated with the latter reusing the computation
performed in the tile layout phase.
These steps are summarized in the algorithm provided in
figure 8.

4.2

GPU Optimization

Gradient tile terrain synthesis is summarized as: x = Fc.
This form is readily parallelizable and well behaved from a
SIMD point of view with a constant number of operations
and no branching.
Matrix F grows rapidly for large values of n. The distribution of elements in a given row exhibits a long tail containing significant energy preventing truncation. Synthesis
complexity at run time is reduced by grouping the expression for each of the 2 layers of 12 tiles indexed by t that
affect point i.
xi

=

X

fij cj

j

=

12 X
X
t=1

=

12
X
t=1

fi,tx,j ∇x:t,j +

t=1

j

gtx,i +

12 X
X

12
X
t=1

gty,i +

X
j

fi,ty,j ∇y:t,j +

j

fi,H,j Hj

X
j

fi,H,j Hj

Figure 8: Procedural synthesis step. This algorithm returns
the geometry given containing a given target position at a
specified level of detail.

For each tile we pre-compute gtx,i and gty,i corresponding
to the 12 positions that it can occupy relative to the target region. The run-time synthesis step is now effectively
reduced to 16 multiply operation and 40 additions per synthesized height value, regardless of the tile size. Memory
required for tile storage increases by a factor of 12 but is
offset against the loss of the large and dense matrix F.
Synthesis is implemented directly into the graphics pipeline
on the GPU using a pixel/fragment shader that generates
the complete height map as a texture, prior to a final rendering pass. Hierarchical multi-resolution synthesis can be
achieved with multiple passes. Access to neighbouring height
values through the texture simplifies surface normal calculations. Tile data is provided as a large 3D texture, indexed
by the combination of edge colours and tile alternative in
one dimension, position within the tile region in a second
dimension, and the combination of tile index t and gradient
direction in the third dimension. This decomposition allows
the entire gradient tile set to be represented with a single
texture without exceeding texture dimension thresholds.

5.

RESULTS

We address PS3 by evaluating performance and quality of
the synthetic terrain in this section. The process described
is capable of generating arbitrary localized regions of detail
that add resolution to the coarse base layer. The intent is
to show that this process does successfully synthesize detail while adding variety. In the specific case of terrain we
include a domain specific test to demonstrate that the refinement through recombination of exemplar materials still
retains properties of the original exemplar material.

5.1

Terrain generation

The synthesis results are demonstrated in Figure 9 using a

natural terrain exemplar as the base layer and detail created
using tile size n = 32, 12 colours and 10 alternatives. The
vertical axis is exaggerated to illustrate the added detail.
Base layer ridges and valleys are preserved and augmented
with higher resolution detail in a varied and non-repetitive
fashion. The surface blends across the edges of tile regions.
Repeated features cannot be easily perceived despite the
limited numbers of tiles. A base layer of constant slope fixes
tile edge colours and reduces the choice of tiles to the 10
alternatives shown in Figure 10a. With effort some common
structures may be discerned although with individual refinements. Parent constraints and mixing two interleaved layers
of gradient tiles and reconstructing provides this variation.
Figure 10b shows terrain-like detail added to a synthetic
base layer. Tile size also determines final resolution (Figure 10c). Each set of tiles is independent so specific detail
varies in each image. The consistency in size of the added
features results from control of gradient distribution width.
Error distribution preconditioning of the Poisson solver
ensures good behaviour near the control points although
some artefacts do still manifest as “tenting” near isolated
boundary points as shown in Figure 11. These anomalies
tend to be small compared to the variation provided by the
tile.

5.2

Description

Coordinates

A

Oregon,
USA

47N121W - 45N119W

B

Iowa,
USA

42N95W to 40N93W

C

Brazil

7S44W to 12S39W

D

Lesotho

29S27E to 31S29E

E

Nepal

29N85E to 24N90EA

Australia
Random
numbers
Category
Source
Real
A,D,E,C,B,F
Gradient tiles
B→ E
n {32, 16, 8}
Gradient tiles
F→ E
n {32, 16, 8}
Gradient tiles
G→ E,
n {32, 16, 8}
Synthetic
Spectral (gain
1-0.5)
Synthetic
Fault
displacement
Random
G

31S144E to 36S149E

Flood results

We objectively evaluate terrain quality by testing for a
property found in real terrain data; specifically water drainage.
Natural terrain provides drainage channels for every region
to avoid flooding. We simulate water coverage due to flooding by simulating a layer of water which is allowed to flow
off the sides. Water level h at a point P may drain to one
of the 4-connected neighbours of P provided that neighbour
has a lower water level and that h is greater than the altitude of P . The flood extent is defined as the percentage of
the terrain where water level exceeds terrain altitude in the
simulation steady state. This metric is independent of vertical scale. We standardize on height maps of size 128 × 128
for all results shown.
Scanned real terrain data should have a zero flood extent,
as large bodies of water become areas of constant height.
Non-zero results in these cases are due to speckle noise and
dried out depressions and river beds. Flood extent for real
terrain is typically small (< 15%), as shown in Table 1
while random height values exceed 50%. Spectral synthesis
from Perlin noise [1] and repeated displacement along fault
lines [6] both perform poorly on this scale, returning results
comparable to the random height map. These differences
may not be obvious through visual inspection (figure 12) of
a terrain rendering.
Gradient tile terrain synthesis implicitly encodes drainage
by preserving existing terrain features within the tiles themselves. Larger tiles provide larger coherent drainage features. Table 1 shows that the detailed features synthesized
match flood levels of the underlying terrain and even improve drainage when starting with random altitudes in the
base layer. This evidence supports the use of gradient tiles
for retaining terrain characteristics while increasing detail
during terrain synthesis.

5.3

Identifier

Performance

Tile construction is time consuming. The F matrix for a
given tile size need only be created once. Pre-applying this

F
G

Flood extent %
0.6, 2.0, 2.3, 5.9, 8.9, 14.9
{3.7, 5.7, 10.3}
{5.4, 9.4, 11.0}
{21.7, 20.7, 27.0}
46.9 − 11.1
26.5
53.5

Table 1: Flood extent for real and artificial terrain. A→B
represents detail from region B added to base mesh from region A. Gradient tiles synthesis produces measures comparable to real terrain data, while visually appealing synthetic
fractal terrain can be distinguished using this criterion.

Figure 9: Two examples of synthetic terrain detail added to a coarse mesh (inset). Elements to observe: The synthetic
terrain contains significantly increased level of detail, the tile structure used during synthesis is not visible (no visible grid
boundaries), and that similar structures in the original mesh (for example, regions of the same slope) contain visual distinct
fine detail. For comparison, naive placement of tiles from a height map (right image) shows issues with: boundary continuity,
repeated elements, and a noticeable grid structure.

(a) Terrain synthesized on a constant slope.

(b) Tiling on an artificial region.

(c) Effect of tile size: n=1, 8, 16 and 32.
Figure 10: Terrain produced using gradient tiles. Despite the lack of variety in the original gradient material, repeated patterns
typical of other tiling solutions are not visible in the detail that has been added. Large tile sizes allow rapid amplification of
detail.

are used. A typical game scenario is likely to cache the local
region and only incrementally generate additional points as
the viewpoint moves, making this process well able to handle synthesis requirements without impacting on other game
processes.

6.

Figure 11: Close up of Figure 10b showing a tenting artefact.
These sharp peaks are visually distinct from the characteristic structure of the remaining geometry.

Tile size

Tile memory
/ [B]

Frame rate
/ [frames/s]

Point rate
/ [points/s]

8×8
16 × 16
32 × 32

2.21 × 106
8.85 × 106
35.39 × 106

37.8
37.7
37.6

39.6 × 106
39.5 × 106
39.4 × 106

• Improved terrain verisimilitude relative to other synthesis techniques as supported by the results in section 5.2. This is due to preservation of the parent
level terrain, retaining exemplar features with large
tiles and by preserving distributions, component independence and correlations at each step. The evaluation also introduces a metric for discriminating between synthetic and natural terrain.

Table 2: Example output and GPU performance. This approach allows for virtual environments that provide terrain
detail for every visible pixel, rather than having to mask
smooth surfaces with vegetation or other content. There is
no constraint on movement; the next frame can be generated from a nearby location, or one at significantly different
coordinates.

to the tiles is slow but parallelizable. Creating a single 32 ×
32 tile takes approximately 5 minutes using our unoptimized
code on the CPU. This is a low priority process as it is
only required once when creating each tile set. The small
overhead of transferring these values to the GPU when the
application is started is negligible given that typical usage
scenarios would be games or virtual environments generating
large numbers of tiles over their lifetimes.
Run-time performance is excellent. Our prototype GPU
implementation regenerates the entire terrain on every frame;
a worst case scenario as most systems exploit coherence by
caching values from previous frames. Performance levels
shown in Table 2 are to create a 1024 × 1024 height map.
Average frame rate over 1000 iterations (sufficient to reach
steady state) for the integrated terrain synthesis and rendering shader on an Nvidia GTX 570 with 480 cores and with
synchronization to vertical retrace disabled is reported.
While memory requirements are proportional to tile size,
performance is independent of tile size. Our GPU prototype
is able to synthesize 39 million elevation points per second
over a single contiguous area. This is sufficient to generate (and also render) the entire test region at interactive
rates, and more than adequate where incremental updates

CONCLUSIONS

This approach achieves its goal of producing a procedural generation strategy that adds plausible geometric detail
using an efficient deterministic content tiling strategy. Content is created dynamically, on demand and for only the region which is required at any instant. The approach refines
a coarse layer mesh allowing artistic control at that level,
ensures well behaved boundaries between tiles and can be
implemented efficiently in real-time applications. The approach has been demonstrated and tested in the context of
terrain synthesis; a significant potential application area.
Gradient tiling resolves seam issues present in patch placement strategies and provides diversity through recombining
gradient components. This algorithm provides the basis for
a complete multi-resolution synthesis process allowing local
synthesis recursively of any region within the parent mesh.
Large tile sizes preserve intact complete terrain features. Locating the solver in the run-time component has provided a
versatile and parallelizable solution with an efficient GPU
implementation.
This work makes a number of significant contributions:

• A strategy for colour constrained gradient tiling that
avoids overlapping seams between layers and using only
a small number of coloured edges. Multiple tile layers
placed independently and combined give greater variation. The finite dependency neighbourhood allows
deterministic generation of localized regions in any order.
• A parallelizable matrix formulation of the Poisson optimizer that reduces the run-time complexity and also
includes additional steps (Hermite interpolation, edge
smoothing) for no extra cost. This strategy is relevant
to other applications of Poisson solvers.
Gradient tile synthesis provides for effective procedural content generation. In particular, it creates rich, vast and detailed landscapes for use in games and virtual worlds.

7.
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